Risk Engineering

Marine risk
solutions
International
expertise,
exceptional
insights

With our global expertise in managing marine
risks, we help businesses keep their cargo safe
and supply chains flowing.
Our cutting-edge Centres of Practice can provide
data, tools and insights to help businesses manage
new risks, at every point of the supply chain.

New opportunities, new risks
As increasing globalization opens new markets and new
opportunities, it also creates more complex supply chains,
exposing businesses to new risks.
And, as the 2020 pandemic has shown, those supply
chains can be vulnerable to sudden, unexpected
interruptions, causing damage to customer relationships
and brand reputation.
The safe delivery of goods can also be impacted by theft,
fraud and smuggling, which are on the rise globally.
When you add in the perennial threat of natural hazards
and fire, the importance of marine Risk Engineering
becomes abundantly clear.
Protecting businesses from risks great and small
We can provide your business with the industry-specific
information and data-led insights it needs to correctly
identify and mitigate risks big and small, at every stage
of your global supply chain. With their expert knowledge
of local laws, our Risk Engineering team can provide
tailored advice and solutions to protect your cargo
against international and domestic exposures.
How we’ve supported our customers: A couple of
real-world examples
Ž Risk Management Support: Zurich has helped
various customers translate their losses to financial
and other negative impacts, prior to proposing
concrete practical solutions and improvement
Ž Supply Chain Security: In close cooperation
between Zurich and operational departments of
customers supply chains security risks in existing
and emerging market are identified, stakeholders
awareness has increased and risk based
measurements are implemented to contribute to
the achievement of the company’s strategy
Ž Customer wins: The improvements implemented
by Risk Engineering have contributed significantly
to multiple customer wins or renewals, e.g. various
project cargo shipments

Our areas of expertise:
Ž Global logistics, transport and supply chains
Ž Technical details for shipping anything from
A to B

Ž Global, practical experience with all types of
cargo and sizes
Ž Global network of specialists providing solutions

How we reduce risk and increase insight
Here are a few highlighted services revealing how we work with customers to increase data-led marine
insight and help reduce risk.
What we do

How our customers benefit

Deep-dive loss reviews to pinpoint where
challenges are in the supply chain process

Less financial loss in the supply chain

Share expertise and knowledge with customers’
operational team, as a sparring partner

Improved customer satisfaction

Create best practice documents for the general
public, based on the areas of expertise that we
have in-house/access to

Cost reduction due to less deviations and/or
process improvements

Use facts and figures ($$$) to show the value of
the impact and potential improvements

Increased knowledge on potential challenges
and solutions

To find out more about
our tools and solutions
for Marine, please
contact your Zurich Risk
Engineering contact,
or your usual Zurich
representative.
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The information contained in this document has been compiled and obtained from
sources believed to be reliable and credible but no representation or warranty,
express or implied, is made by Zurich Insurance Group Ltd. or any of its subsidiaries
(hereinafter ‘Zurich’) as to their accuracy or completeness.
Some of the information contained herein may be time sensitive. Thus, you should
consult the most recent referenced material. Information in this document relates to
risk engineering / risk services and is intended as a general description of certain
types of services available to qualified customers. It is not intended as, and does
not give, an overview of insurance coverages, services or programs and it does not
revise or amend any existing insurance contract, offer, quote or other documentation.
Zurich and its employees do not assume any liability of any kind whatsoever, resulting
from the use, or reliance upon any information, material or procedure contained
herein. Zurich and its employees do not guarantee particular outcomes and there
may be conditions on your premises or within your organization which may not
be apparent to us. You are in the best position to understand your business and
your organization and to take steps to minimize risk, and we wish to assist you by
providing the information and tools to assess your changing risk environment.
In the United States of America, risk services are available to qualified customers
through Zurich Services Corporation and in Canada through Zurich Risk Services as
also in other countries worldwide, risk engineering services are provided by different
legal entities affiliated with the Zurich Insurance Group as per the respective country
authorization and licensing requirements.
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